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Chapter 4 EFFECTS OF LOCAL METEOROLOGICAL

CONDITIONS ON AUCKLAND'S AIR QUALITY

4.1 Introduction

In Auckland, while variations in the concentrations of pollutants such as nitrogen oxides

may be partly due to influences of emission factors (ARC, 1998) and chemical

transformations [e.g., reactions between NO, NO2, and 03 (Bronnimann and Neu, 1997)],

the role of meteorological conditions must also be investigated.

Meteorological conditions in the Auckland region are influenced primarily by the

prevailing large-scale atmospheric situations over Australia, New Zealand and the

adjacent waters of the Pacific Ocean; secondary influences include the local complex

topography (ARC, 1997; Sturman and Tapper, 1996; Hurnard, 1980). The prevailing

winds are westerly and southwesterly, while northeasterly flows are also important

(Neale, 1987; Wratt et a1.,1988; Hessell, 1990). Auckland's maritime environment, with

its isthmus geography and mid-latitude location, typically ensures relatively high mean

wind speeds, resulting in rapid dispersal of pollutants. However, during some periods,

particularly in winter months when the atmosphere is relatively stable, pollutants disperse

slowly and pollution levels may increase significantly (ARC, 1995, 1997). Moreover,

observational and modeling studies have shown that some local atmospheric circulation

patterns, such as land./sea breezes (McGill, 1987), may enhance the potential for pollution

events to occur (McKendry 1989, 1992, 1996; Bell and Fisher, 1995). These results are

consistent with other studies which reveal the importance of land/sea (or lake) breezes to

air quality (e.g. Fujibe, 1985; Ohara et al., 1989, 1990; Hanna and Chang, 1995;

Kambezidis et al., 1998).

Since in the Auckland region studies of the relationship between meteorological

conditions and air quality are still few in number and limited in scope (ARC, 1997), the
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present study was designed to improve understanding of the influences of local

meteorological conditions on air quality in Auckland. The analysis was conducted on a

daily basis, using nitrogen oxides data (i.e., concentrations of NO and NOz) and records

of several meteorological variables for the period of 1990-1996. The assessment was

focused on weekdays from May to September when the highest values of air pollutant

concentrations have been observed (see Chapter 2). Multivariate statistical techniques,

such as principal component analysis (refer to Chapter 3), commonly used in overseas

studies of air quality, were used for the first time for New Zealand. The influences of

local meteorological conditions on air quality were assessed quantitatively and the most

important meteorological factors were identifi ed.

In the following section of this chapter, data preparation for the analysis is described

(section 4.2); analytic procedures utilized are outlined in section 4.3; followed by the

main results (section 4.4); subsequently, a discussion on the findings is given in section

4.5; and the chapter is concluded in section 4.6.

4.2 Data preparation

The input data for the analysis included the morning rush hour air quality data and the

short-term morning rush hour meteorological data set (Table 2.lffor ease of

interpretation, these data are also simply referred to as hourly rush hour data in this

chapter. Details have been given in Chapter 2.

Based on the hourly rush hour air quality data set, the three hourly average values for

7:00-10:00 NZST from May to September were averaged on a daily basis to generate

daily morning-rush-hour-average data for each pollutant at each site. An advantage of this

approach was to limit the amount of missing data due to incomplete records for some

portions of a day. Had a 24-hour average been used to generate a daily value, many more
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days of air quality data without complete 24 hourly records would be lost through the

averaging procedure.

The hourly meteorological values in the short-term hourly rush hour meteorological data

set, were averaged for the same three hours of the morning rush hour period in order to

obtain the daily time series for each variable at each site, consistent with the air quality

data but including both weekdays and weekends.

In order to focus the present analysis on variations at the daily scale, the seasonal

cycles/differences in the temperature, relative humidity and solar radiation data were

removed by subtracting the corresponding multi-year mean value. This yielded daily

anomalies. An alternative method is to subtract 15-day running means from the time

series (McGregor and Bamzelis, 1995). This removes variations longer than the synoptic

time scale of approximate 15 days. It was found that the choice of approach had little

effect on the results reported in this chapter.

The resulting daily morning-rush-hour-average data are simply called average rush hour

data hereafter, in order to distinguish from the original hourly rush htour data. The

distributions of the average rush hour data for each variable were determined. Only wind

speed and NO data departed significantly from a normal distribution (Figure 4.1).

Therefore, when the analytical methods required that the data be normally disfibuted, the

wind speed data were used in the square-root form (Brooks and Camrthers, 1953) and NO

data were used in the one-fourth-power form (Snedecor and Cochran, 1989). Most of the

analytic procedures that follow were based on the average (morning) rush hour data, but

hourly values for the morning rush hour period were also used where it was more

appropriate to do so.
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Figure 4.1 Histograms of the ortginal and transforrned average rush hour data (similar results were

observed for other sites and thus not shown). A two-tailed Kolmogorov-Smirnov test was

performed for each data set against a normal distribution. The number following each

subtitle is the observed significance levelfor the test,
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4.3 Procedure

The approach taken in this study is a multivariate one. The analytic procedures and main

techniques used are shown in Figure 4.2. First, the general characteristics of local air

quality were investigated by comparing the two-site air quality data, i.e., both the hourly

and average values of the morning rush hour NO and NOz concentrations at the Mt Eden

and Penrose sites, for weekdays from May to September, 1990-1996. Rotated principal

component analysis (Chapter 3) was then undertaken on the (daily) average rush hour

meteorological data in order to derive a set of new variables @Cs), which were

independent of each other but reflected the underlying covariance among the original

meteorological variables. And then, multiple linear regression analysis (Chapter 3) was

performed on the resulting PCs (scores) to determine how the air quality variables varied

with the meteorological conditions. The most important meteorological variables and

patterns (combinations of several meteorological variables) were identified.

Subsequently, land-use features surrounding each air quality monitoring site were

investigated in more detail and summarized for four land-use sectors (quadrants). These

sectors were considered to represent different emission conditions. Next, the hourly rush

hour air quality data were classified by wind speed and direction and discussed in

association with the land-use sectors. This analysis was performed in order to characterize

the relationship between local air quality and the key meteorological variable (wind

velocity, as identified from the above steps) in relation to an indicator of different

emission conditions (i.e., land use). Finally, the average rush hour air quality data were

stratified on the basis of the associated land-use sectors using the wind direction data as

an index. Linear regression (on the derived PCs) and correlation analyses were performed

for the resulting data subsets in order to quantitatively assess the overall effects of

meteorological conditions on local air quality for indicated emission sources.
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Figure 4.2 Flowchart of the analytic procedures in this analysis.

The regression procedure could not be carried out directly using the multiple

meteorological variables since they were highly intercorrelated (see Chapter 3). In order

to overcome this problem of correlation among independent variables, an orthogonally

(Varimax) rotated principal component analysis (PCA) was conducted to replace the set
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regression of daily morning-rush-hour-average air quality data on meteorological data

was thus undertaken using the Varimax rotated PCs.

In the present study, the PCA applied to the multivariate data set is similar to that in a P-

mode (Richman, 1986), but with some modifications. Meteorological parameters (called

variables hereafter) at two (rather than one) sites formed the input data matrix. There were

a total of 11 variables. Due to the different scaling of meteorological variables, the

correlation matrix was used for data decomposition in PCA. Both weekday and weekend

average (morning) rush hour meteorological data were used in the PCA analysis. This is

because the data did not exhibit any weekly cycle (weekday-weekend difference) and the

larger sample might lead to more meaningful results. In reality, PCA on weekday data

only, made very little difference to the results.

Stratification of average rush hour air quality data by land-use sectors/emission

conditions was based on two considerations. Firstly, previous studies have shown that

spatial differences in emissions are, to a large extent, consistent with the differences in

land use patterns in the pollutant source area (Newton, 1997; Berry et a1.,1974; Reed and

Lewis, 1978; Miller and Wood, 1983; Power and Baldasano, 1998; also refer to Chapter

1). Secondly, wind transport is an important mechanism in determining pollution levels

down wind from an emission source. Hence, for simplicity, the direction of wind can be

used as an index to indicate which part of the land, or what kind of land use (and hence

emission sources), will determine the pollutant concentrations at a specific location. In the

present study, the air quality data at each time point (i.e., day) were stratified with the

land-use sector from which wind blew to the site at that time. Since wind data were not

available at either air quality monitoring site, the wind direction data for the Auckland

City site were used as the index for the data stratification procedure. Moreover, given that

the average rush hour air quality data were used and that only four land-use
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sectors/quadrants were discussed in this procedure, the average rush hour values of u and

v components derived from the Auckland City wind were used to indicate the wind

directions. The wind direction categories were respectively (uo" )0, vn" )0), (uo" 30, vn"

<O), (unc>l0, v26 S0), and (uo" <0, vn"20) corresponding to the four land-use sectors from

which the wind blew to an air quality monitoring site.

The approach used here is very simple relative to the complexity of the real world and

thus it has limitations. For example, if the flow condition at a location is very different

from that in the surrounding areas, the air quality data stratified by wind direction will not

be able to reflect the effects of different land uses/emission sources on the local air

quality. Moreover, since wind directions were measured for only ten minutes each hour

(Chapter 2), they might tail to indicate the practical land use areas (hence emission

sources) that influence local air quality. Furthermore, a limitation may also occur because,

for analytic simplicity, only four land-use sectors were used for the study. The four

sectors might not be adequate to distinguish the actual land-use differences (thus emission

conditions) surrounding the air quality monitoring sites. However, even this simple

approach has proved useful in the present investigations.

In each analytic procedure of this study, days without complete records for all variables

involved in that procedure were not included in the analysis.

4.4 Results

4.4.1 Between-site differences in air quality

This subsection discusses the general characteristics of local air quality. The between-site

differences in air quality were revealed by comparing the two-site NO and NOz data in

terms of site statistics, site inter-correlation, and occurrence of high pollution events.

The statistics provided in Table 4.1 show that the air quality at the two sites was generally

different in terms of NO and NO2 concentrations. The mean, standard deviation, range



and maximum value of NO at the Penrose site were all much higher than that at the Mt

Eden site. However, while the mean and standard deviation of NOz at the Penrose site

were also higher than that at the Mt Eden site, the between-site difference was not as large

relative to NO. In addition, the range and maximum value of NOz concentations at the

Mt Eden site were conversely larger than those at the Penrose site. It is thus clear that

there existed significant site-to-site differences in air quality.

A correlation analysis was performed in order to identify whether air quality (expressed

as average rush hour NO and NOz concentrations) at one site was (generally) related to

that at the other site. As shown in Table 4.2, Pearson correlation coefficients revealed

that, l) there was a significant yet low inter-site conelation (0.25, significant at the 0.01

level for a two-tailed rtest) for NO data (transformed), while no inter-site correlation

(<0.05) existed for NOz data; and 2) as expected, the within-site NO and NO2 correlation

(>0.50, significant at the 0.01 level for a}-tailed rtest) was strong and significant. Since

these results were based on a calculation in which the transformed NO data were used, in

a sense of comparison, both the Pearson (parametric) and the Spearman (non-parametric)

correlation coefficients (not shown) were also calculated by using the untransformed NO

data (strongly positively skewed, as shown in Figure 4.1). On the one hand, the Pearson

correlation of the untransformed NO data gave slightly different coefficients from those

shown in Table 4.2, due to the non-linear data transformation (Snedecor and Cochran,

1989). On the other hand, however, the Spearman correlation method led to nearly the

same pairwise values as those shown in Table 4.2. This suggests that the identified

correlations were reliable despite the data transfomation. Therefore, while correlations

between the sites did exist, they were low, and inconsistent for different pollutants.
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Tabte 4.1 Statistics of the average rush hour NO and NO2 data at two sites in units of pg/m3.

Pollutant NOz NO

Site Penrose Mt Eden Penrose Mt Eden

Mean 32.3 28.9 t34.9 52.O

Standard error o.7 o.7 5.0 3.1

Standard deviation 16.9 14.0 t25.O 63.5

Range 84.0 87.0 774.2 426.5

Minimum 0.0 0.0 t.2 0.0

Maximum 84.0 87.0 775.4 426.5

Table 4.2 Pearson correlation cofficients for the average rush hour air quality data. Transformed NO

data were used.

Mt Eden NO2 Penrose NO2 Mt Eden NO Penrose NO

Mt Eden NO2 I

Penrose NOz 0.062 I

Mt Eden NO 0.5 l2** 0.099 l
Penrose NO -0.116* 0.546** 0.255** l.

**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).
*. Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).

An examination of the occurrences of high pollution events at the two sites can also

reveal between-site differences in air quality, in this case for extreme conditions (Table

4.3). Hourly NO2 data for the morning rush hour period were used to identify high

pollution events. NOz was chosen as the pollutant of concern, as it is recognized as an

important air quality indicator for New Zealand and a l-hour guideline (or criterion used

by ARC) value is available (MFE, 1994; ARC, 1997). The l-hour criterion value used for

the Auckland Region is 200pglm3 1ARC, 1997). However, this limit seldom yields any

NOz exceedances. Consequently, arbitrary thresholds of l\Vo, 22Vo, 26Vo,3OVa and 33Vo

of the guideline value (200pg/m3) were used as exceedance criteria. These percentages

were chosen based on two basic considerations: l) the criteria should be higher than the

means of NOz levels and the number of exceedances should be less than 50Vo of the total

cases; and 2) the exceedances should be more than l%o of the total cases. The absolute
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values of the criteria were 36pglm3, 441tg/m3, 521tg/m3, 601tglm3, and 661tg/nf,

respectively.

Table 4'3 Frequency of occurrence of high NO2 events using different percentages of the guideline limit

(2001tg/m3 ) qs citeria. Hourly (morning) rush hour data were used.

Criterion in

percent (Vo)

Penrose Mt Eden

Total events
Perceniage of

total cases

Common event

percentage of

total events

Total events
Percentage of

total cases

Common event

percentage of

total events

l8 505 45.2 34.9 388 34.7 45.4

22 331 29.6 20.8 2M 18.4 33.5

26 169 l5.r 13.0 92 8.2 23.9

30 78 7.O 3.8 29 2.6 10.3

JJ 42 3.8 0.0 l3 t.2 0.0

For each threshold, the frequencies of pollution events at each site, and those common to

both sites, were determined (Table 4.3). Consistent with earlier results, there were more

NO2 exceedances identified at the Penrose site than at the Mt Eden site, for all thresholds.

The percentage of events corlmon to both sites decreases with increasing threshold

values. Thus, the more degraded the air quality, the more local the conditions. The

percent of common events over the total events identified for Penrose was always lower

than that for the Mt Eden site regarding all criteria, indicating that degraded air quality at

the Penrose site was more local.

These results demonstrated that degraded air quality is very site-specific. The cause of

such an inter-site variability is possibly related to both differences in land-use features

and associated pollutant emissions in the areas surrounding each air quality monitoring

site (Table 2.2), and the effects of meteorological conditions.

4.4.2 PCA on meteorological variables

This sub-section presents the results of a Varimax (orthogonally) rotated principal

component analysis conducted on the average rush-hour (daily) meteorological data, with
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transformed values used for wind speed in order to meet the assumption of normality

(refer to Chapter 3). The purpose of the analysis was to derive a new set of variables

(PCs) that are uncorrelated with each other, while at the same time revealing the

underlying covariance among the original meteorological variables. Since two-site

(Auckland City and Auckland airport) data were used, these PCs to some extent reflect

the meteorological conditions for the study area, within which the air quality monitoring

sites are located.

Application of the two-step component retention procedure to the Varimax rotated PCA,

as described in Chapter 3, revealed that two and six PCs could be retained. As shown in

Figure 4.3, the second and third PCs were not degenerated and thus could be separated.

The spacing between the two eigenvalues was larger than the sum of their sampling

errors. Similarly, the sixth and seventh PCs could also be separated. The decision to retain

two and six PCs was supported by their high variance contributions (Table 4.4). The first

two PCs had dominantly higher eigenvalues than others and explained up to 66Vo of the

total variance, while the first six PCs together explained 95Vo of the variance in the data

set.

The validity of the decision was further confirmed by the fact that the underlying

correlation among the meteorological variables could be reproduced well when a Varimax

rotation was applied to the retained PCs. The detail regarding this aspect is addressed in

the remainder of this subsection-firstly, in order to obtain a general understanding of the

dominant variation features of local meteorological conditions in Auckland, results of the

two-PC solution are presented; followed by a discussion on the six-PC solution, to

demonstrate that these uncorrelated meteorological PCs can be related to specific

meteorological variables.
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Figure 4.3 Eigenvalue and corresponding sampling error against PC-numberfor PCA on average rush

hour meteorological data for May-September, 1990-1996. Sampling errors (bars) were

calculated following North et aL (1952) by the formulo $)=l*(2N)h , with )" being an

eigenvalue and N the number ofcases analyzed.
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Table 4.4 Variance explained by PCs, using Varimax rotated PCA on average rush hour

mete o ro lo gic al data fo r M ay - S ept emb e r, I 990 - I 9 96.

Initial Eigenvalues
Rotation: Sums of Squared Loadings

6 PCs rctained 2 PCs retained

Component Total % of Variance Cumulative % Total %of
Variance

Total % ofVariancr

I 4.240 38.54 38.54 r.987 18.07 4.2N 38.54

2 2.970 27.N 65.55 r.982 18.01 2.970 27.OO

3 1.178 10.71 76.26 1.869 16.99

4 0.848 7.71 83.96 1.840 16.73

5 0.692 6.29 90.26 1.775 16.13

6 o.524 4.76 95.02 1.000 9.$)

7 0.210 l.9l 96.93

8 0.136 t.23 98.16

9 0.093 0.85 99.01

t0 0.060 0.55 99.56

ll 0.049 0.44 100.00
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4.4.2.1 Two-PC solution: dominant meteorological patterns

When two PCs were retained and Varimax rotated, the resulting components revealed the

dominant weather patterns in the study area (Hessell, 1990; Sturman and Tapper, 1996;

Wratt et al., 1988; Hurnard, 1980), as expressed by the available meteorological

variables. These patterns can be described in terms of component loadings (italics in

Table 4.5) as follows:

Table 4.5 Varimax rotated component loadings of each variable for PCA on the average rush hour

meteorological data, May-September, 1990-1996. The high loadings in bold relate each PC

to specific meteorological vaiables. Transformed wind speed data were used.

. PCI (SW/NE flow condition): accounting for about 38 percent of the total variance

(Table 4.4),had high positive loadings on wind speed, u and v components especially,

and negative loading on relative humidity (Table 4.5). It indicated the negative

correlation between wind components and humidity. Days with high positive PCl

scores implied strong southwesterly flows [which are most frequent in this region

(Wratt et a1.,1988; Hessell, 1990; Sturman and Tapper, 1996)l with the air relatively

dry. Days with high negative PCl scores reflected the opposite meteorological

conditions-northeasterlies with lighter wind speed and the air typically moister than

normal.

Component

6 PCs rctained 2 PCs retained

Variable PCI PC2 PC3 PC4 PC5 PC6 PCI PC2

Airport wind speed 0.27 0.28 0.04 -0.24 0.84 -0.08 0.63 0.63

Citywind speed 0.r2 0.23 0.10 -o.25 0.89 -o.05 0.61 0.58

Airwrt u component 0.92 0.06 0.22 -0.16 0.19 0.04 0.77 0.08

City u component 0.93 -0.00 0.23 -0.16 0.15 0.04 0.76 0.0r

Airport v component 0.23 -0.17 0.89 -o.24 0.ll 0.08 0.75 -0.4r

City v component 0.26 -0.20 0.89 -0.21 0.03 0.08 0.72 -0.47

Airport temryrature 0.08 o.92 -0.16 0.03 0.26 -o.t2 0.03 0.91

City temperature -0.03 094 -0.r7 0.07 0.18 -0.09 -0.08 0.89

Airport relative humidity -0.19 o.o2 -o.21 0.87 -o.26 -0.04 -0.78 -0.o1

City relative humidity -0.14 0.08 -0.22 0.89 -0.20 -0.o9 -0.75 0.08

Aieort solar radiation 0.06 -0.16 0.1I -0.09 -0.09 o.n 0.19 -0.46



. PC2 (calm/unstable condition): accounting for about 27 percent of the total variance

(Table 4.4),had high positive loadings on wind speed and temperature (Table 4.5). It

indicated that wind speed co-varied strongly with temperature. The negative loadings

(not very high) on v components and solar radiation, in addition to the high loadings

for wind speed and temperature, suggested that high positive scores on this PC

indicated days of high temperatures, strong winds, with the warm air often from the

north and accompanied by low solar radiation (cloudy sky). On the other hand, high

negative scores revealed days of low wind speed and low temperature, with the cold

air often from the south and accompanied by high solar radiation (clear sky).

Therefore, the two-PC solution resulted in PCs that uncovered the dominant variation

features of local meteorological conditions in a holistic/collective framework, other than

in terms of an individual weather element. These can be used to discuss the overall effects

of meteorological conditions on local air quality. These PCs are called dominant

me t e o rol o g i c al p att e rns in further discussions.

4.4.2.2 Six-PC solution: Iinks between PCs and meteorologicalvariables

While the dominant meteorological patterns were revealed by the two-PC solution, this

subsection reports that, when six PCs were retained and Varimax rotated, it was possible

to relate the resulting components to specific meteorological variables.

Each PC had one or two variables with dominantly high positive loadings (Table 4.5). For

example, the u components at both the Auckland City and Auckland Airport sites had

very high loadings (0.92 and 0.93) on PCl, while loadings for all other variables were

very low (in the absolute sense). This reflected a strong correlation between PCI and u at

both sites, but only a weak correlation existed between PCI and other variables. It is

suggested that PCl represented the strong co-variation between the u components at the

two sites, and thus is considered to some extent indicative of meteorological conditions
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within the area where the air quality sites are located. Therefore, by the Varimax rotated

PCA analysis, the inter-correlated original variables were transformed and separated into

six new variables/PCs. On the one hand, these new variables were respectively and

strongly correlated with u-components, temperatures, v-components, relative humidity,

wind speeds and solar radiation. On the other hand, they represented the strong co-

variations between the measurements of the same meteorological parameter at different

sites, apart from solar radiation for which data were available for only one site. Hence, the

resulting six PCs can each be linked to specific meteorological variables with which they

had strong correlation, and are to some extent representative of the meteorological

conditions in the total area, rather than at a specific site.

Hence, since the six uncorrelated PCs could be related to specific local meteorological

variables, although there was no meteorological data available for the air quality

monitoring sites, the six PCs can be used in subsequent analysis undertaken to identify

the importance of their associated meteorological variables to air quality.

In addition, it should also be noted that an oblique (Promax-refer to Chapter 3) rotation

was also applied to the retained PCs in order to isolate variables that co-varied. The

results (not shown) obtained were very similar to those reported above. This confirms that

the constraint of orthogonality in Varimax rotation did not have a significant effect on

conclusions reached from an analysis of the underlying features in the input data matrix.

Moreover, both a Varimax rotated and Promax rotated PCA were also conducted on the

daily multivariate meteorological data without transforming the wind speed values. It was

found that the transformation of wind speed data did not alter the findings.

4.4.3 Regression of air quality data on meteorological PGs

In order to identify the links between meteorological conditions and air quality, a multiple

linear regression analysis was performed for (weekday) average rush hour NO and NO2
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data on both the two and six rotated PCs obtained above. Again, transformed NO data

were used so that the assumption of normality could be mel

Table 4.6 Regression results on rotated meteorological PCs. Transformed NO data were used. The

adjusted R-squares were calculated by formula: P-p4t- Fy@-p-t), with N being the

sample size, p the number of independent variables in the regression equation, and F the

sample R-square. An asterisk beside a value denotes the value is significant at the 0.001

levelfor a 2-tailed t-test.

The R's and adjusted R-squares (Chapter 3) were calculated to reveal the degrees to

which the pollutant concentrations varied with the meteorological PCs/conditions (Table

4.6). The high R's and adjusted R-square values revealed that variations in pollutant

concentrations at both sites were related to the variability in meteorological PCs (and

hence meteorological conditions). However, the importance of meteorological conditions

was different for different pollutants. For instance, when regressions were based on six

meteorological PCs, the adjusted R-square values showed that about 52-65Vo of the

variance in the transformed NO data was explained by the PCs, but only around 24Vo of

the variance in the NOz data could be explained by the same PCs. These differences

suggested that NO2 levels are less dependent of meteorological conditions than are NO

levels.

Figure 4.4 presents the distributions of predicted values versus observed values of the air

quality variables (transformed if necessary) when regressed on six PCs. Regressions on

y Model

DeDendent

Regression on 6 PCs Regrcssion on 2 PCs

R
Adjusted
R Square

Standardized Coeffi cients p
R

Adjusted
R Square

Standardized
Coefficients I

PCI PC2 PC3 PC4 PC5 PC6 PCI PC2

Penrose NO 0.81 0.64 0.8' -0.i18' 0.45' .0.00 -0,47 0.11 0.76 0.57 0.m' 4.71'

Mt Eden NO 0.74 0.5i| .0.20' -0.31' 4.22', -0.st' .0.48' -0.05 0.71 0.49 4.6t2', 4.37

Penrose NOz 0.52 0.25 0.24', 4.21 0.30' -0.11 4.27 0.09 0.46 0.21 0.24' 4.40',

Mt Eden NOz 0.51 0,24 4.t2'. 4.t2 -0.2t 0.19 -0.17 0.19 0.18 0.22 4,t 8' 0.u
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two PCs gave very similar scatter plots (not shown). The predicted values shown

in Figure 4.4 are adjusted-sometimes called adjusted-predicted values (Norusis, 1997).

Figure 4.4 Scatter plots of adjusted-predicted values of average rush hour pollutant concentrations

versus observational values. Transformed NO data were used,
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Each adjusted-predicted value of an air quality variable was calculated from the

regression model without involving the corresponding observed value of the variable in

the computation of the model statistics. Consistent with the high R's and adjusted R-

squares, a relatively strong linear relationship between the observed (transformed) and

predicted NO data was found for both sites (Figure 4.4a, b). But given the comparatively

lower R's and adjusted R-squares, the relationship between the observed NOz

b. Dependent variable: Mt Eden NO

c. DePendent variable: Penrose NOe



concentrations and the predictions was less clear (Figure 4.4c, d). The NOz data were

significantly underestimated when observed values exceeded a level of around 401tgtm3.

The model was unable to predict values greater than around 40pg/m3, even when the

observed values were significantly higher. These results implied factors other than

meteorological conditions influence NO2 levels.

Standardized regression coefficients, also called beta coefficients or weights (Chapter 3),

were calculated in order to identify the relative importance of the meteorological PCs and

associated meteorological conditions (Table 4.6). The beta coefficients are independent of

the units in which the variables were measured, and are therefore comparable with each

other. The larger the absolute value of a coefficient, the more important the related PC

and associated meteorological condition. The results for regressions on two and six PCs

are presented in the following two parts.

4.4.3.1 Regression on two PCs: links of dominant meteorological paftems to air

quality

The standardized regression coefficients on the two rotated PCs (Table 4.6) were used to

indicate how dominant meteorological patterns in this area related to local air quality, as

described as follows:

o A consistent inter-site correlation: the regression coefficients of PC2, except for the

Mt Eden NO2, are consistently negative, and statistically significant (at the 0.001

level for a two-tailed t-test). This indicated that, regardless of specific site locations

(and more importantly, the overall different air quality at the two monitoring sties),

calm conditions, with light winds from the south, temperature lower than normal and

solar radiation higher than normal, were associated with high pollution levels. On the

other hand, windy days, with wuum air often from the north and accompanied by low

solar radiation, were related to low pollution levels at the two sites.
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A site-specific correlation: associated with PCI and for both NO and NO2, the

regression coefficients are positive for the Penrose site, but negative for the Mt Eden

site. This revealed that days with light northeasterlies were associated with relatively

high NO and NOz concentrations at the Mt Eden site. In this case, a moderate line

source (Mt Eden Rd) was located nearby and to the northeast of the monitoring site

(Table 2.2). On the other hand, given that a strong line source (Auckland Southern

Motorway) was situated to the southwest of the Penrose site, the southwesterly wind

facilitated transport of air pollutants from the source area to the monitoring site. This

highlights the effects of land-use types in determining local NO and NOz

concentrations.

Effect of strong southwesterlies: although the Auckland Southern Motorway is

located to the southwest of the Penrose monitoring site (Table 2.2), PCI was only

weakly, though positively, related to NO (especially) and NOz levels. This revealed

that strong southwesterlies, the most dominant flow pattern in this region, were not

strongly associated with high pollutant concentrations at the site, despite a strong line

source being very close to and upwind of the site (Table 2.2). ln contrast the large

negative correlation between PC2 and the Penrose NO and NO2 levels, implied that

calm conditions, with light wind from the south, were related to high pollutant

concentrations. These results demonstrate the importance of wind speed in

determining local pollution levels, suggesting that strong southwesterlies rapidly

disperse the emitted pollutants.

Moreover, the influence of the dominant meteorological patterns on local air quality at the

same site were similar for NO and NOz.
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4.4.3.2 Regression on six PCs: meteorologicalvariables important to air qualrty

Similarly, the standardized regression coefficients on six PCs (Table 4.6) can be used to

identify the relatively important PCs and associated meteorological variables influencing

air quality. As shown earlier (Table 4.5), PCs I to 6 were strongly and positively

correlated with u components, temperatures, v components, relative humidity, wind

speeds, and solar radiation, respectively. Therefore, the regression coefficient of a PC can

indicate the importance of its associated meteorological variable. The coefficients

revealed that, as expected, in a relative sense wind velocity is the most relevant

meteorological factor affecting the local air quality. The significant findings from the

analysis are as follows:

o Wind speed was consistently and negatively associated with concentrations of all

pollutants at both sites, in spite of the previously recognized inter-site differences in

air quality. For all air quality variables except Mt Eden NO2, the standardized

regression coefficients of PC5 were negative and statistically significant at the 0.001

level for a two-tailed t-test. Since PC5 was linked to wind speed data at both the

Auckland City and Auckland Airport sites, these regrcssion coefficients revealed the

importance of wind speed to air quality in this region-this is a quantitative

confirmation that low wind speed relates to high pollution, while high wind speed

relates to low pollution in Auckland.

o The effect of wind direction was also significant, but highly site specific. Since PCI

and PC3 were respectively linked to u and v components, the coefficients of PCI and

PC3 reflected the importance of wind direction to air quality. For the Mt Eden site,

the significant coefficients reflected that high pollution levels related to winds from

the northeast where a close line source (Mt Eden Rd) was only about 30m from the

site; low pollution levels related to winds from the southwest where the area near to

the site was generally residential. However, for the Penrose site a very different



situation was found-high pollution levels related to winds from the southwest where

a strong line source (the Auckland Southern Motorway) was situated; but low

pollution levels related to winds from the northeast where no main roads existed

within 500m of the site. These results highlight that the coupling of wind direction

and emission sources relative to the air quality monitoring sites is important in

determining local air quality (Table 2.2 and Figure 4.5).

The regression coefficients of PC2 (linked to temperature) were comparable to those

of PC5 (wind speed), and reflected a consistent negative correlation between

temperature and NO and NOz concentrations at both sites. The correlation was much

stronger for NO.

o All coefficients of PC6 (linked to solar radiation) were very small, indicating that

variations in solar radiation had little influence on NO and NOz concentrations during

the morning rush hour period. In addition, only one coefficient of PC4 (linked to

relative humidity) was significant and revealed a negative correlation between Mt

Eden NO and relative humidity. This relationship is not fully understood and needs

further investigation.

The use of transformed NO data might not be easy to interpret physically, because the

one-fourth-power transformation gave more weight to the lower values. However, in the

sense of one-to-one correspondence of the values between the two data sets, the

transformed data can carry the main variation features from the original data, with an

advantage of leading to numerically stable and physically meaningful results. For

purposes of comparison, linear regressions of the original NO data were also applied to

the meteorological PCs, despite the violation of the normality assumption. This resulted

in negative predicted values and non-randomly distributed residuals. The transformation

resulted in 11 to I9Vo more variance being explained by the two or six PCs, while the



regression coefficients of transformed and original data were similar (not shown).

Interestingly, a regression performed on the PCs of the meteorological data for a single

site produced very similar results, but less (up to 9Vo) of the variance in NO (transformed)

and NOz levels was explained.

These results demonstrated that meteorological conditions could explain much of the

local air quality characteristics, with the variations in NO data being much more related to

meteorological conditions than those in NOz data. Wind speed and temperature were

consistently (negatively) related to NO and NOz concentrations at both sites, while effects

of wind direction differed between sites.

4.4.4 Effects of meteorological conditions given different emission

characteristics

The preceding analysis showed that the relationship between aL quality and

meteorological conditions was somewhat site-specific, and different for different

pollutants. Further investigation was undertaken in order to identify the effects of local

meteorological conditions on air quality given different emission source characteristics.

Since spatial variations in emissions are generally consistent with differences in land use

(Chapter 1), land-use types were used to distinguish the spatial differences in emissions.

For simplicity, the area surrounding each monitoring site was subjectively divided into

four sectors, with the site at the origin and the boundaries orientated west-east and south-

north (Figure 4.5). Since emissions from road traffic are identified as the largest

anthropogenic source of pollutants (e.g., over SOVo of the anthropogenic emissions of

nitrogen oxides are contributed by motor vehicles) in this region (ARC, 1998), land-use

features of the sectors were described mainly in terms of factors such as existence of main

roads. For ease of interpretation, each sector is represented as one of the following: close
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line source, strong close line source, distant line source, residential area source, and

complex sources (Figure 4.5).

Figure 4.5 Land-use features and names of four sectors surrounding each monitoing site.

Center: Mt Eden Site

Distant line source

Main roads exist about 500m away
Motorway exists about l00om away
High density commercial buildings

Close line source

. A main road (Mt Eden Rd) exists about 30m
away to the northeast, and extends
northwards.

. Main roads exist within 500-1000m

. Motorway exists within 500-1000m

Re sident ial are a s ourc e

No main road exists to the south-
southwest within 1000m
Main roads exist within 500-1000m, to
the west-southwest
High density housing

Complex source

Main roads extend from about 50m away
towards the east-southeast
Mt Eden Rd intersects with Esplanade Rd
about l00m from the site.
A hill exists in the south-southeast within
500-l000m (Mt Eden Domain)

Center: Penrose site

Complex source

. Motorway extends from about 80m
away, northwestward

. Main roads exist within 500-1000m.

Residential area source

. No main road exists to the east-
northeast within l0OOm

. Main roads exist within 50O-1000m.

. Modest density housing

Strong close line source

. Motorway exists about 50m away to the
south-southeast

. Main roads exist within 500-1000m.

Complex source

. Motorway extends from about 70m
away, southeastward

. A power sub-station exists within 50m
in the southeast.

. Main roads exist bevond 50Om.

In association with emission conditions defined in terms of the respective land-use sectors

(Figure 4.5), the relationship between local air quality and wind speed and direction was

examined. For this purpose, the wind speed and direction data from the Auckland City

site were used to catego,'ize the corresponding hourly values of the (morning) rush hour

NO and NOz concentrations, as no wind data were available at the air quality monitoring
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sites. The distributions of mean NO and NOz concentrations by wind direction are shown

in Figure 4.6 for four wind-speed categories of 0-2mls,2-4mls, 4-6mls, and greater than

6mls. The main features of Figure 4.6 are described as follows:

o Wind direction-air quality relationship: in general, air pollutant concenffations varied

with wind direction, consistent with the variations in land use and hence emissions.

At both sites, as expected relatively high NO concentrations were related to winds

coming from sectors with close line sources (with main roads or a motorway close to

the site), while relatively low NO levels were associated with winds coming from

sectors with residential area or distance line sources (Figure 4.5). Wittt NO2

concentrations, the same pattern existed when wind speed was relatively high. But

when wind speed was low, for example, under categories of 0-2mls, the NOz levels

were relatively insensitive to wind direction and hence emission source area.

o Wind speed-air quality relationship: as expected, pollutant concentrations varied

inversely with wind speed; however, the wind speed-air quality relationship seemed

inconsistent for different pollutants and under different emission conditions. The

variation of NO concentrations with wind speed seemed more consistent and sensitive

than that of NOz concentrations. Given winds blowing from areas with close line

sources to the monitoring site, as shown in Figure 4.6 b and d, the curves for different

wind speed categories are intercrossed or very close to each other, suggesting that

NOz concentrations were less sensitive to changes in wind speed. Yet, when winds

came from sectors with residential area sources, the curves for different wind speed

categories are well separated, reflecting the NOz levels varied with wind speed

significantly.
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Figure 4.6 Mean NO and NO2 concentrations (1tglmr) by wind direction for dffirent wind speed

categoies. a and b: Penrose site; c and d: Mt Eden site.

a. Penrose NO

-0-2m/s
.2-4mls

-4_6m/s6+ m/s

b. Penrose NO2

-0_2mls
.2-4mls

-4_6m/s
6+ m/s
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Figure 4.6 Continued.

c. Mt Eden NO

d. Mt Eden NO2

-0-2mls'2-4mls

-4_6m/s6+ m/s

-o_zmls
,2-4mls

- -6+m/s
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The above results demonstrated a potential wind-emission source coupling effect on local

air quality and, given different influential land-use sectors (hence emissions), the wind-air

quality relationship can be significantly different. A further investigation was conducted

in order to identify the effects of overall meteorological patterns on local air quality,

given different emission conditions. For this purpose, as described in section 4.3, the

average (morning) rush hour air quality data were allocated to the land-use sectors using

the Auckland City wind direction as an index; linear regression (based on the two

meteorological PCs) and correlation analyses were performed using the resulting data

subsets. For simplicity, only the results for sectors with close line and residential area

sources (i.e., for southwesterly and northeasterly winds) are shown in Figure 4.7 and

described as follows:

o Consistent effects on NO levels: the high R's and Adjusted R-Squares at the two sites,

for southwesterly or northeasterly winds, indicated that the NO levels at both sites

were strongly related to meteorological conditions regardless of different emission

conditions (either area or line sources). Consistent with this, the inter-site correlation

for NO data was positive and significant-the highest correlation coefficient was

0.770.

o Inconsistent effects on NO2levels: R's and Adjusted R-Squares varied significantly

with wind directions, suggesting the influence of meteorological conditions on local

NOz levels varied with the different emission conditions surrounding the air quality

monitoring site. When winds blew from sectors of residential area sources

(southwesterlies for the Mt Eden site, northeasterlies for the Penrose site), the R's and

adjusted R-Squares were considerably higher, reflecting the importance of

meteorological conditions to air quality. In this case, the within-site correlation

between NO and NO2 data was also positive and significant. On the contrary, when
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winds blew from sectors with line sources close to the sites (southwesterlies for the

Penrose site, northeasterlies for the Mt Eden site), the R's and R-Squares (especially)

were small. The Pearson correlation between NO and NOz data at either site was

positive but smaller than that for given residential area sources. This implies that

some other factors might be more important in determining local NOz concentrations.

Figure 4.7 R's and adjusted R-squares for a regression of NO and NO2 data on the two

meteorological PCs, and Pearson correlation cofficients among the variables, given

southwester$ and northeasterly winds. Transformed NO data was used. Regression

results on six PCs are very similar and thus not shown.

b. Correlation Coefficienta. R and adjusted R-square @

Northeasterlies

Mt Eden Penrose

NO NO
0.714 0.740
(0.489) (0.521)

NOz NOz
o.zM 0.646
(0.000) (0.384)

Southwesterlies

Mt Eden Penrose

NO NO
0.729 0.755
(0.521) (0.s59)

NOz NOz
0.545 0.304
(0.279\ (0.070)

j\f
Northeasterlies

Mt Eden Penrose

No<-{rto..+>NO

Southwesterlies

Mt Eden Penrose

@ Adjusted R-square is in brackets ** significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed)

* significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed)

It is shown that, given the same wind directions at the two sites, local air quality was

influenced by the different nature of the emissions. The effects of meteorological

conditions were also verv different under different emission conditions. For this reason.

no between-site correlation existed in NOz data. This to some extent revealed why the

between-site correlation of air quality was so weak, despite the roles of wind speed and

temperature being very consistent for both sites.
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4.5 Discussion

It is generally accepted that certain configurations of atmospheric conditions are

conducive to high atmospheric pollution loads, and others to low pollution loads (e.g.,

Greene et a1.,1999; Hendry and Hide, 1979; Davis and Kalkstein, 1990; Rao et al.,1992;

Davis and Gay, 1993a, b; McGregor and Bamzelis, 1995; Hanna and Chang, 1995;

Tripathi et aI., 1996; Uno et al., 1996).In the present study, as expected, wind velocity

has been identified as the most relevant meteorological factor affecting local air quality. It

was found that strong southwesterlies were associated with low pollution levels. This is

very consistent with elsewhere studies, in which excellent dispersion and transport of

pollutants caused by the strong wind speed is also suggested (e.g., McGregor and

Bamzelis, 1995). This is very important to the regional air quality since southwesterly

wind is the most frequent airflow influencing the Auckland region (Hurnard, 1980;

Hessell, 1988, 1990; Sturman and Tapper,1996).

Moreover, the analysis has revealed that, in winter months calm (stable) conditions

facilitate the build-up of pollutants in this region. The consistent negative relationship

between the dominant meteorological pattern PC2 (when two PCs retained) and local air

quality (as expressed as NO and NOz concentrations) at two sites indicated that calm

conditions, with light winds, often from the south and accompanied by relatively low

morning temperatures and high solar radiation, were related to high NO and NO2levels at

both sites. This relationship was further confirmed by the finding that both wind speed

and temperature were consistently and negatively correlated to pollutant concentrations at

the two sites, despite the inter-site differences in air quality.

In Auckland, the relationship between air quality, temperature and wind speed reflects the

roles of atmospheric stability in terms of weather-air quality interactions. Low morning

temperatures often indicate the existence of poor dispersion conditions that contribute to
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high pollution levels (Power et al.,1992). For example, stable atmospheric conditions can

arise from subsidence inversions associated with the slow-moving eastward migrating

anticyclones which are characteristic of the region's climate (Hurnard, 1980). Often

related to such anticyclonic conditions, the calm cloudless nights can lead to strong

radiation cooling of the earth's surface, resulting in low early morning temperatures. This

situation is reflected in the meteorological pattern PC2 (when two PCs retained)---+alm

conditions (with light winds often from the south and the relatively low temperatures)

limit ventilation and thus transportation and dispersion of pollutants. Furthermore, Lenner

et al. (1983) and Lenner (1987) suggested that lower temperatures induce higher NO

emission rates from motor vehicles. Therefore, if the weather is cold and calm during the

morning rush hour period when traffic volume is relatively high (ARC, 1998; Walker,

1997; Dixon, 1997; Noonan, 1997), there is a higher potential for pollution events to

occur.

The analysis has also revealed that the importance of local meteorological conditions is

significantly different for different pollutants. While around 65Vo of the variance in NO

can be accounted for by the meteorological PCs retained, only 25Vo of the variance in

NOz was explained by the same PCs. Consistently, aweak correlation between NOz levels

and local meteorological conditions has been reported by Hargreaves et al. (2W0), who

investigated the association between seasonal residuals (i.e., with the seasonal cycle being

removed) of fortnightly NOz records and those of meteorological variables at

Rothamsted, UK. Further, in this study the estimated values of NOz data peaked at around

40pg/m3 even when the observed levels were substantially higher. This probably suggests

that factors other than meteorological conditions are important in determining the NO2

concentrations. Variation in emission source strength might be able to explain most of the

variance in NOz. However, Wegmuller et aI. (1998), who investigated the relationship

between seasonal NOz levels and vehicle kilometers traveled (VKT) for the Auckland
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region, found that NOz levels failed to increase when the amount of traffic was above

approximately 724 VKT per day in a 3 x3km grid cell. This implies that even emission

factors can only to a limited extent explain the variation in NOzconcentrations.

By investigating the distributions of mean NO and NOz concentrations versus wind

speeds (Figure 4.8), it was found that the highest mean NOz levels were not specifically

related to the lowest wind speeds (as is the case for NO data), but to the range of around

0 to 4mls. Some degree of ventilation is apparently needed for high NOz levels to occur.

Moreover, a further investigation showed that the occulrence of high pollution events

(NO and NOz) is also related to the cumulative effects of wind conditions. It was found

that long-lasting calm conditions (e.g., from 10:00 NZST of the last day to 7:00 NZST of

the present day, a total of 21 consecutive hours with wind speed < Zmls at the Auckland

City site) prior to the morning rush period was associated with maximum NO levels,

given that the morning-rush-hour-average wind speed 3Zmls (not shown). However, this

does not apply to NO2. Higher NOz levels within the morning rush hour seems not

related to extreme preceding wind conditions (long lasting calm conditions or the

opposite). This again supports the point that some degree of ventilation is necessary for

relatively high NO2levels to occur in the Auckland region.
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Figure 4.8 Mean rnoming rush hour NO and NO2 concentrations (p.S/mi) on weekdays at the Mt Eden

site by categoies of the AucHand City wind speed. Use of the Penrose site NO and NOz

data or the Auckland Airport wind speed data led to very similar results and are not shown.

Error bars represent one standard error above or below the mean,
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Ozone (O:) or other oxidant concentrations are possibly the key factor in deciding NO2

levels. When NO levels are very high, yet the available Os (oxidant) in the air is limited,

the resulting NOz through NO-NO2 conversion should be limited (Noonan, 1997). Some

degree of ventilation can help mixing-in of extra Or, thus leading to relatively higher NO2

levels. This is consistent with studies elsewhere, which show that the availability of ozone

is important to determine the NOz levels in the urban atrnosphere (e.g., Harrison, 1997;

Williams et. al., 1988).

The study has also shown that the effects of meteorological conditions on local NOz

levels differ in response to emission source strength. Under the influence of residential

area sources, NO2 concentrations are, to a considerable extent, related to meteorological

conditions. However, with the influence of close line sources, NOz is much less related to

meteorological conditions. This indicates that emissions, and other factors, likely the

chemical processes, appear to be more dominant in affecting NOz concentrations at even

very short distances from the emission source.

Based on the above evidence, the effects of meteorological conditions, emission types,

and chemical processes on NO and NOz concentrations under two typical situations can

be conceptu alized in Figure 4.9.ln the illustrations, the concentrations of NO and NOz in

the air are divided into two portions, [ ]A and [ ]L. T\e first one refers to the part in

pollutant contents which is contributed by residential area sources; the latter to the part

which is from close line emission sources such as a motorwav.
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Figure 4.9 A conceptual model of meteorological, emission, and chemical transformation effects under

tw o typ ic al s ituations.
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Mt Eden site-trnder the influence of residential area sources, meteorological conditions play very important roles.

Chemistry is of little importance. NO and NO2 conelation is high.

Penrose site----lnder the influence of a strong, close line source, meteorological conditions play much less
important roles. Chemistry is especially important to determine NO2 levels. NO and NO2
correlation is low.
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Mt Eden site-tnder the influence of a modest line (main road) source, meteorological conditions play less
important roles. Chemistry is important for NO2 levels. NO and NO2 conelation is modest.

Penrose site-under the influence of residential area sources, meteorological conditions play very irnportant roles.
Chemistry is less important to NO2 levels. NO and NO2 correlation is modest to high.
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Consequently, the significant between-site difference in air quality can be attributed to

differences in emission conditions surrounding each monitoring site, and differences in

the effects of meteorological conditions given different emission conditions. For the same

wind directions at different sites, local air quality was influenced by the different

emission source sfrength. For this reason, only weak between-site correlation existed for

NO and NOz data, despite the roles of wind speed and temperature being very consistent

at the two monitoring sites. Such between-site variability indicates a difficulty of

characterizing the air quality of a large area using data from a single site. The difficulty is

especially true when also considering the complexity of meteorological conditions in the

Auckland region (McKendry, 1989, 1992; Hurnard, 1980; Hessell, 1988, 1990).

Meaningful interpretations of air quality data from a single site require knowledge of both

meteorological and emission conditions; a comprehensive understanding of the quality of

the whole airshed would rely on a study based on multi-site data. This certainly suggests

the demands for an enhancement of the current air quality monitoring network in this

region.

In addition, in the local literature, nitrogen oxides are considered responsible for the

brown haze phenomena in this region through a NOx-VOCs reaction mechanism in the

presence of sunlight (Chapter 1). The hazes were sometimes observed during the morning

rush hour (Porteus et aI., 1993; Bell and Fisher, 1995). In this study, however, the

variability of solar radiation was not related to variations in NO and NOz concentrations

during the morning rush hour. This apparent lack of direct correlation suggests that the

mechanisms for forming local brown hazes require further study.
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4.6 Gonclusions

The air quality-meteorology relationship in Auckland has been quantitatively assessed on

a daily basis for the morning rush hour period in May-September, from 1990 to 1996. The

use of two-site air quality data allowed for consideration of the spatial variability of

pollution concentrations and for an examination of meteorology-induced variability in air

quality for different emission source strengths and in the context of multiple pollution

sources. The analysis facilitated a conceptual understanding of local air quality-

meteorology relationships in the Auckland (and New Zealand) context. The main findings

are summarized as follows:

l) Through a Varimax rotated PCA, the dominant meteorological conditions prevailing

in this area were revealed and the strong inter-site co-variations among the

meteorological variables were identified. PCA facilitated a study of the influence of

local meteorological conditions on air quality for the Auckland region.

2) Local meteorological conditions have significant effects on air quality in the

Auckland region. As expected, wind velocity was identified as the most relevant

meteorological factor affecting local air quality. Strong southwesterlies, a dominant

flow pattern that often provides good ventilation over this region, help maintain good

airshed quality. Calm conditions, with light winds often from the south and relatively

lcw (early) morning temperatures, are associated with the build up of high pollution

in winter. However, it is recognized that some degree of ventilation is necessary for

maintaining relatively high NO2 levels.

3) The effects of meteorological conditions are different for different pollutants. It has

been found that NO levels are more strongly related to meteorological conditions than

NOz levels. The effects of meteorological conditions on local NO2 levels are very

different for different emission conditions. Under the effects of residential area
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sources, NOz concentrations are to a considerable extent influenced by meteorological

conditions. However, with the effects of close line sources, NO2 is much less related

to meteorological conditions, implying that chemical processes are likely to be more

important.

4) A poor correlation is found between solar radiation and concentrations of NO and

NO2 during the morning rush hour, though brown hazes are observed in the early

moming.

5) The air quality is very different from site to site in this region. The between-site

variability is attributable to the differences in land uses/emission conditions

surrounding the air quality monitoring sites, and the differences in the effects of

meteorological conditions, given different emission conditions. Such variability

makes it difficult to characterize the regional air quality using single-site data. There

is thus a demand for an enhancement of the current air quality monitoring network in

this region, in order to obtain a better understanding of the quality of the airshed as a

whole.

6) In this study, land-use types were used to differentiate the emission conditions

surrounding the monitoring sites, in an effort to assess how meteorological conditions

are related to different air quality, given different emission sources. The arbitrary

division scheme helped to obtain physically meaningful results, though a more

objective and rational method needs to be developed.

From the foregoing, it can be seen that an analysis of the relationships between

meteorological conditions and air quality in Auckland has been complicated by the

uneven distribution of major emission sources, as characterized by the different land-use

patterns within this region. This suggests that applications of holistic approaches such as
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synoptic climatological methodologies might be useful in gaining further understanding

of the impacts of weather conditions on the quality of the regional airshed.
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chapter 5 EFFEGT oF LAND usE oN AtR euALtry

5.1 Introduction

As noted in chapter l, numerous studies (e.g., Newton, 1997; Marsh and Grossa, Jr.,

1996; Miller and wood, 1983; Reed and Lewis, l97g; Hargreaves et a1.,2000) have

shown that, within urban regions, strong linkages exist between land use characteristics

and air quality. In the Auckland region, land use planning has been identified as an

important aspect of a holistic approach to managing the region's air resources (ARC,

1995, 1997). Hence, given the lack of relevant studies to date, it is appropriate to seek a

better understanding of the effect of land use on local aA quality, in support of more

effective air quality management.

The analysis reported in Chapter 4 revealed that air quality (as expressed in NO and NOz

concentrations at the Mt Eden and Penrose sites) varied significantly from site to site in

Auckland- Between-site variability in air quality was found to result from the influence of

variations in the major emission sources surrounding the air quality monitoring sites and

the different effects of meteorological conditions on air quality (which is especially true

for Noz concentrations) under the influence of different source conditions. These results

highlight the importance of land-use features in determining pollutant concentrations in

this region. The purpose of this analysis was to further explore the effect of land use (and

thus emissions) on local air quality. Again, the assessment was focused on the weekday

morning rush period between May and September, from 1990 to 1996. The land-use

characteristics surrounding the Mt Eden and Penrose sites were quantitatively linked to

the two-site air quality data in a comparative sense. The approach was based on

applications of statistical techniques such as cluster analysis and multiple comparison

(Chapter 3).
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In the following section (section 5.2) an effective source area is defined and the data

manipulation is described; the analytic procedures are then outlined in section 5.3. The

main results are presented in section 5.4, followed by a brief discussion of the results in

section 5.5. Conclusions are reported in section 5.6.

5.2 Data preparation

The primary input data of this analysis were the morning rush hour air quality data set,

the short-term morning rush hour meteorological data set (only the Auckland City wind

direction records were used), the road length data set and the Mesh Block data set (Table

2.1). Detailed descriptions of these data sets have been given in Chapter 2. Data

preparation included development of a new descriptor of land use, effective sonrce area.

5.2.1 Effective source area

In order to link land-use characteristics to air quality at the two air quality monitoring

sites (Mt Eden and Penrose), it is necessary to define the effective source area, i.e., the

area of land use that determines the air quality observed for a given site.

Following Dennis et al. (1996), Figure 5.1 depicts the chemical lifetime (also called

residence time) and transport scales of some pollutants. Associated with the chemical

residence time, the spatial scale is determined by assuming a constant advection of 4mls.

It can be seen that, in the lower atmosphere, the transport scale of NO and NO2 is about

1000m due to their lifetime. In other words, once the NO and NO2 are emitted and

advected beyond 1000m of the source, a photostationary state (dynamical equilibrium)

will be achieved (Bronnimann and Neu, 1997; Lyons and scoll, 1990; Kewley, l9g0;

Janssen et a1.,1988, 1990). This spatial scale was considered applicable to the present

study' First, during the morning rush hour period average wind speeds are respectively

2'7mls and 4.5m/s at the Auckland City and Auckland Airport meteorological sites.

Secondly, Noonan (1997) investigated the NO-NO2 short-term reaction rates at increasing
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distances from a local emission source (the Auckland Southern Motorway); it was found

that the bulk of nitrogen oxide transformation occurs within 1000m from the source.

Figure 5-I Chemical lifetime and transport scales (advection at 4m,/s). Source: Dennis (l996)
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Therefore, in order to assess the influence of land use on air quality, as expressed in terms

of No and NOz concentrations at the two sites, the effective source area for this study was

limited to a radius of 1000m from a site (Figures 5.2 and 5.3). The choice of an

equidistant boundary from the monitoring site was mainly for analyic simplicity. Such a

simple assumption may not always hold true. For example, when wind speed

systematically varies with direction (as is often thE case), the distance of the boundary

from the air quality monitoring site should vary. Moreover, under specific synoptic

situations such as a low-pressure system over the study region, the vertical transport of

pollutants may be important and should be taken into consideration-the assumption of a

constant (horizontal) advection of 4mls may become unrealistic. However, in this study,

I Orol06loo
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the treatment has proved very useful and successful in providing physically meaningful

results as presented in sections 5.4 and 5.5.

Figure 5'2 l-and-use sectors within the effecrive source area. The radii of the circles are 100m, 500m
and 1000m, with the air quality monitoing site positioned at the center.

The effective source area slurounding each air quality monitoring site was divided into

twelve 30" sectors (Figures 5-2 and 5.3). The monitoring site was centered at the origin.

The choice of orientation of the radial lines was arbiftary. For simprisity, the regular

framework shown in Figure 5.2 was used. The land use was charac teizedfor each sector.

The sectors were numbered from I to l2,starting from the north and moving clockwise.

Further, to allow for a more detailed scrutiny of land use, the sectors were divided into

sub-areas by two concentric circles, with radii of 100m and 500m (Figures 5.2 and 5.3).

Hence, for each sector there were three sub-areas, 0-100m, 100-500m, and 5@_1000m;

more weight was given to the sub-areas closest to the monitoring site, considering that

closer emission sources can often be more effective (in terms of primary emissions) on
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Figure 5.3 Trffic roads and mesh bloclu within the ffictive source areas. The radii of the circles are

respectively 100m, 500m and 1000m, with the air qualiry monitoring site positioned at the

center.

a. Mt Eden: traffic roads

b. Penrose site: traffic roads
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Figure 5.3 Continued.

c. Mt Eden site: Mesh Blocks

d. Penrose site: Mesh Blocks
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the monitoring site (Janssen et aI., 1988, 1990; Hanna et al., 1982). Consequently, all the

analytic procedures in this analysis were based on the specifically designed effective

source area.

5.2.2 Data preparation

For the morning rush hour air quality data set (or hourly rush hour air quality data set-

Chapter 2), the data distributions were determined for both NO and NOz at each site. Only

NO data departed significantly from a normal distribution (not shown). Therefore, as was

the case for the NO data analyzed in Chapter 4, a one-fourth-power transformation was

applied in order to facilitate the analysis.

Then, as in Chapter 4, the whole set of NO and NO2 data were allocated to the 12 land-

use sectors, by using the Auckland City hourly wind direction as an index (from the short-

term morning rush hour meteorological data set). Thus, there were 12 data subsets for

each site; they were identified by the same numbers of the land use sectors in one-to-one

correspondence (Figure 5.2).

For each of the sub-areas (i.e., 0-100m, 100-500m and 500-1000m), three variables

were defined: total length of motorways, total length of arteriaUmajor commercial roads,

and total length of main residential roads (Figure 5.4). If a road segment crossed a sub-

area's boundary (i.e., a radial line or arc), the segment length was assigned to the

separated sections in proportion. For each sub-area, the value of each variable was

determined by the total length of specific type of roads included within the sub-area.

Two further variables were prepared, namely total length of minor roads within a sector,

and total population within a sector. The values of total length of minor roads were

calculated in a similar way to those variables described above, but for each sector as a

whole. If a mesh block crossed a sector's boundary (i.e., a radial line or arc), the mesh

block population was apportioned by area sizes. The total population within a sector was
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thus conveniently obtained. Since only the sector total values were used, less detailed

information was retained regarding the distributions of minor roads and population

(compared with other variables described above). This is justifiable because these factors

were less contributory to pollutant emissions in this region (ARC, 1998).

Figure 5.4 Variables used to characteize land use secnrs.

30"
A

I

I
I

i

0------100m

total length of
motoruays,
total length of
aneriavmajor
comercial
rcads, total
length of main
rcsidential
rodq

total length of motorways, total length of

arteriaVmajor commercial roads, total

length of main residential roads

total length of motorways, total length of arteriaVmajor

commercial roads, total length of main residential roads

total length of minor roads within a sector, total population within a sector

The derived data set, for each site including a total of 11 land-use variables and 12

individuals for each variable, was used to characterize the different land-use sectors

(Figure 5.4). An alternative approach would have been to use the Auckland Air Emissions

Inventory data (ARC, 1998). However, its grid cell size of 3km x 3km is inconsistent

with the relatively short lifetimes and thus small spatial scales of NO and NOz (Figure

5.1). Moreover, the rectangular grid format (of the inventory data) is not conducive to an

analysis of patterns that are radial in nature (Figure 5.2). On the other hand, the

occulTence of other emission sources, such as industrial plants and factories (point

sources), was not considered in the approach adopted in the present study. This may lead

to erroneous results, especially for the Penrose area where industrial emissions of NOx

are considerable (ARC, 1998).
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5.3 Procedure

The analysis was to determine whether local air quality varied with land use

characteristics surrounding a monitoring site. It was conducted in two steps, as shown in

Figure 5.5. In the first step, a cluster analysis based on the complete linkage technique

(refer to Chapter 3) was performed for each site using the land use variables (Figure 5.4),

in order to identify groupings of similar land use. The data were used in a normalized

form; the normalization was undertaken by standardizing the 12 values (individuals, one

from each sector) for each variable. This is because the data were measured in different

units and the variables were defined for areas of different sizes. The normalization made

the data comparable. Using the l l standardized variables, the squared Euclidean distance

(Chapter 3) was calculated to measure the similarity (distance) between sectors (i.e.,

objects). The purpose here was to find relatively similar land-use sectors rather than

investigate the natural or real underlying state of land-use clusters. Hence, as noted in

Chapter 3, a fusion level against stage number plot was used to determine the number of

clusters (Wilks, 1995; Shahgedanova et aI.,1998).

The second step of the study was to identify whether there was a correlation between land

use and local air quality. The analysis was conducted for each single site separately. First,

by summarizing the NO and NO2 data in relation to the resulting land use classifications,

the variation of air quality with land use was revealed. Subsequently, the statistical

signfficance of such variation was further confirmed through examinations of two aspects.

Firstly, for the (similar) land use sectors in the same cluster the air quality data subsets

were compared using statistical techniques such as the Levene test and multiple

comparison analysis (Chapter 3). The purpose was to determine whether local air quality

was also similar, when wind blew from these similar sectors (to the monitoring site).

Secondly, associated with the different land use clusters surrounding a monitoring site,

the air quality data were compared in a similar way but on a cluster (as a whole) basis, in
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order to determine whether variation of air

characteristics is signifi cant.

Figure 5.5 Flowchart of the analytic procedures.

quality with differences in land use

The statistical technique-based comparison of NO and NOz data was conducted mainly in

terms of variances and means. If the data subsets have equal means, the resulting local air

quality is similar but only in an average sense; if the subsets have both equal variances

and means, the air quality is considered to have the same distributions and to come from

the same population (Snedecor and Cochran, 1989). The Levene test (Chapter 3) was

used to test the homogeneity/equality of variances among the different data subsets. For

comparing the equality of means, if the preceding Levene test suggested the equality of

variances cannot be assumed (i.e., the variances of data subsets were unequal) at a 0.05

Steo I: single site land-use sector classification (using
complete linkage technique )

StgU: variations of air quality withland use

Within-cluster air-quality data
comparison (by land-use

sectors)

Between-cluster air-quality
data comparison @y land-use

clusters)

Similarity of air quality for similar land
use (within clusten)

Difference of air quality for different
land use (betrveen clusters)

Understanding ofthe effect ofland use on
air quality
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level, the Games-Howell scheme (multiple comparison) was used when there were more

than two sets of data, but two independent-sample t-test was carried out when there were

only two data subsets (Chapter 3). If the Levene test indicated that the equality of

variances can be assumed (i.e., the variances were equal) at a 0.05 level, for testing the

equality of means the Tukey's honestly significant difference (HSD) test was used when

there were more than two sets of data, but a one-way ANOVA (F+est) was performed

when there were only two data subsets (Chapter 3). However, a comparison of the results

indicated that the choice of the Games-Howell test or the Tukey's HSD test made little

difference from the results reported in this chapter.

5.4 Results

5.4.1 Single-site land use classifications

The classification results of the 12 land-use sectors (each as a whole) surrounding each air

quality monitoring site are depicted in this section.

Figure 5.6 gives the distribution of fusion level against merging stage for the two sites. It

is clear that large changes in fusion levels occurred from stage 7 to 8 for the Mt Eden site,

and from stage 6 to 7 for the Penrose site. Therefore, five and six clusters were decided

for the land-use sectors surrounding the Mt Eden and Penrose sites, respectively.
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Figure 5.6 Plots of fusion level against merging stage in the complete linluge cluster analysis.

The sectors included in each land use cluster are shown in Tables 5.1 and 5.2. For each

site, the sectors in a given cluster tended to be relatively similar to each other with respect

to the land-use variables; but the sectors in different clusters tended to be relatively

dissimilar for the same variables. The land-use characteristics of these clusters are briefly

described based on the cluster-mean statistics, such as those shown in the tables which

were calculated for each cluster on a sub-area basis and/or a sector basis using the 1l

(original, other than standardized) land-use variables.
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For ease of interpretation, each land use cluster was assigned with a source type name as

shown in Tables 5.1 and 5.2. The naming was subjective, but generally based on a

scrutiny of the land-use features of each cluster, especially on the distance of major line

sources from the site. If there was an arteriaUmajor commercial road or motorway within

l00m of the site, the cluster was defined as modest line source or motorway /ine source. If

there was no arteriaUmajor commercial road or motorway within l00m of the site, the

cluster was simply defined as area source.

However, one complex source type was defined for each site. For the Mt Eden site, the 4e

cluster was defined as a complex source because of the specific topographical condition

within sector 5-a hill existed in the distance. The hill had a potential for creating larger

differences in wind conditions between the air quality monitoring site and the areas over

and/or near to the hill. For the Penrose site, the 56 cluster was defined as a complex type

due to the complex source conditions in sector 10-a motorway and its on and off ramps,

a motorway interchange, and arterial roads were located within 100-1000m of the

monitoring site (Figure 5.3b).

To distinguish between clusters of similar source type surrounding a site, a serial number

was assigned to the relevant clusters, e.g., area_l , area_2-

5.4.2 Air quality comparison by land-use classifications

In order to reveal the correlation between air quality and land use, the NO and NOz data

were examined by land-use classifications respectively for the Mt Eden and Penrose

monitoring sites.

First, associated with specific land-use sectors and clusters from which wind blew (to a

monitoring site), the variation features of local air quality were determined (Figures 5.7
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and 5.g, and Table 5.3). For each site, box-and-whiskers plots2 of the NO (transformed)

and Noz data subsets are displayed on a land-use sector basis in Figure 5.7, to show

whether and how local air quality varied when wind blew from a given land-use sector' In

Figure 5.8 and Table 5.3, the NO and NOz data are further summarized for each land-use

cluster as a whole, in an effort to more clearly illustrate the different air pollution

characteristics associated with different land use (clusters). It can be observed that, when

wind blew from different land use areas, local air quality also differed considerably. The

main points are summarized as follows:

o Figure 5.2 shows that, associated with different land use sectors, the medians (central

tendency, denoted by horizontal bars in the boxes) of the data subsets also differed.

Larger differences existed between land-use sectors in different clusters, especially

the clusters of area Source type and those of modest line or motorway line source

type. This suggests that, in an average sense the local air quality varied with land use

clusters. and thus with land use characteristics. The inter-cluster variation can be more

clearly observed in Figure 5.8 and Table 5.3, but in terms of statistics for each cluster

as a whole.

o The vertical length of the boxes, a measure of the spread or variability of data values'

varied between different land use sectors. In general, the data subsets associated with

land use of area source type tended to have larger variability (Figure 5.7). This feature

is also distinguishable in Figure 5.8 and Table 5'3'

5thpercentileandtheupperboundaryisthe756percentile;thehorizontal
line inside the box represents the median; asterisks represent extreme values, cases with values more than three

box-lengths from the upp". o, lower edge ofthe box;iircles denote outliers, cases with values that are between

1.5 and 3 box-lengths r.om tfre upp", or1h" lower edge ofthe box; horizontal lines connected to two ends ofthe

bo* 
"o.r"rpond 

to-the largest and smallest observed values that are not outliers.
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Figure 5.8 Box-and-whisl<crs plots of the hourty rush hour NO (transformed) and NO2 data for each

land-use cluster as a whole. Source type name is given for each cluster.
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Figure 5.8 Continued.
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Table 5.3 Pollution characteristics of land-use clusters for the Mt Eden and Penrose sites. Data: hour$

monting rush hour NO and NOz concentrations (in units of pg/m').

Site
Land use

cluster
Pollutant Mean

Standard

Deviation

Standard

Enor of Mean
Minimum Maximum

Ratio of

naximum to

mean

Mt Eden

I
NO 41.2 68.4 1) 0.0 599.4 14.5

NOz 28.2 14.9 0;1 0.0 69.0 2.4

2
NO 6',t.2 80.7 6;l 0.3 610.6 9.1

NOz 39.5 15.3 1.3 1.3 75.2 1.9

5
NO 77.7 52.7 8.8 18.3 259.9 3.3

NOz 47.2 I l.l 1.9 9.3 78.0 t.7

4
NO r28.0 103.9 22.7 7.3 t73.4 2.9

NOz 43.3 I1.7 2.6 15.7 65.6 1.5

5
NO 40.8 51.9 8.4 0.0 256.r 6.3

NOz 31.9 20.6 J.J 2.9 120.2 3.8

Penrose

I
NO 48.7 "17.4 7.5 o.7 450.0 9.2

Noz 23.1 14.0 1.3 0.6 61.5 2.7

NO 90.4 163.3 15.9 0.0 990.3 I1.0

NO, 29.5 t4.9 1.5 0.0 69.8 2.7

J
NO 22't.8 r75.9 t4.7 3.3 1091.3 4.8

Noz 37.4 16.2 t.4 0.0 80.2 2.1

4
NO 130.r 84.9 5.0 22.5 549.3 4.2

NOz 41.3 15.1 0.9 0.0 86.0 2.1

5
NO 72.8 43.8 5.6 t't.l 210.1 2.9

Noz 39.2 10.0 1.3 18.3 72.9 1.9

6
NO 76.6 53.1 8.6 9.0 226.2 3.0

NOz 38.3 13.3 aa 0.0 65.9 t.7

Except for the 2nd cluster surrounding the Penrose site, distributions of the data

subsets for the (similar) land use sectors of the same cluster tended to be relatively

similar to each other, in terms of both median and variability (box length).

For each site there were clusters that were associated with similar data distributions,

though land use characteristics of these clusters were dissimilar (based on the cluster

analysis). For example, associated with the 3d (modest line type) and 4th (complex

type) clusters for the Mt Eden site, and the 56 (complex type) and 6th (area type)

clusters for the Penrose site, the distributions of air quality data appeared to be similar

(Figures. 5.7 and 5.8).
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In order to determine whether similar land use sectors resulted in similar air quality in a

statistically significant sense, given wind blowing from these sectors, the variances and

means of air quality data subsets for sectors of the same cluster were further examined.

The comparison was conducted only for clusters including more than one sector. The

results of the Levene test and multiple comparison analysis are shown in Table 5.4, with

the main points summarized as follows:

Table 5.4 Inter-sector compaison of air quatity data for each land-use cluster having more than one

sector. Transformed NO data were used'

o The results of the Levene test suggested that, for land use sectors in the same cluster,

variances of the air quality data subsets were likely equal. For example, at a 0.01 level

the assumption of equality of variances can be accepted for all but one of the 12 tested

clusters involved.

o The results of the equality of means test showed that only for a small number of

paired tests (of data subsets), the assumption of equality of means can be rejected at a

Site Cluster Pollutant

Equality of variance test
Equality of means test (two tailed

pairwise comparison)

I-evene
statistic

Dfl Df2 Significance
level

Total
number
of pairs

Pain with
significantly

different
means at
0.01 level

Pairs with
significantly

different
means at
0.05 level

Mt

Eden

NO 1.306 5 454 0.zffi 15 0 5

NOz 2.533 5 458 0.028 l5 0 0

2
NO 3.267 2 144 0.041 3 t I

NOz 1.281 , t44 0.281 3 0 0

Penrose

I
NO 2320 ) lo+ 0.103 3 0 0

NOz t.425 2 104 0.245 J 0 0

2
NO 5.154

., 100 0.007 3 2 2

NO, 1.353 2 IM o.263 J
,, a

3
NO 3.596 I l4l 0.060 0 0

Noz 2.883 I l4l o.092 I 0 0

4
NO 0.800 290 0.372 I I

NO, 6.307 290 0.013 I I I
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0.05 or 0.01 level. This indicates that air quality data subsets for the (similar) land use

sectors in the same cluster probably had equal means.

The preceding results have demonstrated that land-use sectors in the same cluster were

related to air quality data with equal variances and means, i.e., with similar data

distributions, at either monitoring site. This consequently indicates that, given the wind

blew from similar sectors, similar land use tends to contribute to similar air quality.

However, inconsistent results occurred at the Penrose site. At a 0.05 level, as shown in

Table 5.4, the equality of means and/or variances cannot be assumed with confidence for

the NO and NOz data when wind blew from sectors in the 2nd or the 4m cluster. Such

within-cluster dissimilarity of air quality is also observable in Figure 5.7. For sectors in

the 2nd cluster, for example, the distributions of NO and NOz data subsets associated with

sector 3 are apparently different from those related to sectors 4 and 5 in the same cluster.

This difference is in fact consistent with the land-use characteristics of these sectors. As

shown in Figure 5.3, significant differences in road distributions can be observed between

sector 5 (e.9., motorway exists within 100-1000m of the site) and sector 3 (e.g., no

arteriaUmajor commercial road or motorway exists within 1000m of the site). This

suggested that the dissimilarity of air quality was to some degree attributable to the

different land-use features irmong the sectors, though they were classified into the same

cluster (Table 5.2). However, for sectors in the 4th cluster, the associated differences in

local air quality cannot be well understood. It is possible that emissions from industrial

point sources [e.g., factories located to the southwest of the monitoring site-refer to

ARC (1998) and Wises Maps Auckland for detailsl, which were not considered in the

analysis, may have caused the heterogeneous air quality at the Penrose monitoring site.

However, this needs further investigation.
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Further examination was conducted on a land-use cluster basis (i.e., treating each cluster

as a whole), in order to determine whether the variation of air quality with land use, as

observed in Figures 5.7 and 5.8 and Table 5.3, is statistically significant. The Levene test

and multiple comparison analysis (Games-Howell test) were performed on the air quality

data subsets by land use clusters for each site, with the results shown in Tables 5.5 and

5.6, and main points summarized as follows:

o The Levene test results indicated that, associated with different land-use clusters

surrounding a monitoring site, the variances of NO and NOz data differed

significantly for different land use characteristics at a 0.05 level (Table 5.5).

o The multiple comparison results indicated that, on average, pollutant concentrations at

each site varied significantly with its surrounding land-use clusters. For the Mt Eden

site, of the ten pairs of comparisons among the data subsets, there were seven for NO

and five for NO2 having significantly different means at a 0.05 level (two-tailed). For

the Penrose site, fourteen for NO and nine for NOz out of the fifteen pairs indicate

significantly different means at the same level. This suggested that local pollution

levels varied significantly with land use.

r I smaller number of pairs of NOz data subsets (than the NO data subsets) had

significantly different means (e.g., at a 0.05 level), implying that mean No2

concentrations were less sensitive to differences in the surrounding land use. It is

noteworthy that, associated with the land use clusters 3, 4 and 5 surrounding the

Penrose site, although the mean NO levels were significantly different (at a 0.05

level), the mean NO2 levels tended to be similar (not significantly different at a 0.1

level). This implied that, given very different emissions of NO from these land use

clusters, the NOz levels at Penrose possibly remain within a similar range than change

in proportion (also see Figure 5.8). However, it is not the case for the Mt Eden site.
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Table 5.5 Equality of variance test of the NO (transformed) and NO2data by land-use clusters.

Site Pollutant Levene statistic Dfl Df2 Significant level

Mt Eden
NO 3.854 4 697 0.006

NOz 3.611 4 701 0.004

Penrose
NO 28.l',t2 R 738 0.000

NO, 2.321 5 740 0.042

Table 5.6 Multiple comparison (Games-Howell scheme) results of the NO (transformed) and NO2 data

subsets by land-use clusters surrounding each site. Shown are the observed significance

levels of mean dffirences not higher than 0.1. Cetls with bold values indicate the mean

dffirences are significant at a 0.05 level.

a. Mt Eden site

Noz Subset pairwise

-comparisonI

Cluster I Cluster 2 Cluster 3 Cluster 4 Cluster 5 <

NO

Cluster I 0.000 0.000 0.000 Cluster I I

Nq

Cluster 2 0.000 0.008 Cluster 2

Cluster 3 0.000 0.1 00 0.002 Cluster 3

Cluster 4 0.000 0.020 0.066 Cluster 4

Clrster 5 0.034 0.000 0.m0 Cluster 5

Subset pairwise

comparison
- Cluster I Cluster 2 Cluster 3 Cluster 4 Cluster 5

NO

b. Penrose site

NOz Subset pairwise

Cluster I Cluster 2 Cluster 3 Cluster 4 Cluster 5 Cluster 6

-comparison

NO

Cluster I 0.015 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 Cluster I

NOz

Cluster 2 0.015 0.001 0.000 0.000 Cluster 2

Clusier 3 0.000 0.000 Cluster 3

Cluster 4 0.000 0.000 0.000 Cluster 4

Cluster 5 0.000 0.018 0.000 0.000 Cluster 5

Cluster 6
l

0.000 0.045 0.000 0.000 0.000 Cluster 6

Subset pairwise

comparison

>Cluster I Cluster 2 Cluster 3 Cluster 4 Cluster 5 Cluster 6

NO
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Therefore, in summary, it can be concluded that, regardless of specific locations of the

two monitoring sites, there existed a strong correlation between local air quality and

characteristics of the surrounding land use. When wind blew from areas of similar land

use, local air quality was similar; when wind blew from areas of different features of land

use, local air quality tended to be different. However, tle correlation was to some exrent

different for different pollutants-local NO2 levels seemed less sensitive to land-use

characteristics than did NO levels.

A land-use classification and subsequent air quality comparison was also performed using

the two-site combined data (Appendix A). The results were very consistent with, and thus

further confirmed, those reported earlier. Especially, it is noteworthy that, through a

cluster analysis of the 24land use sectors surrounding two sites, sectors 6,7 , 8, 10 and 12

in the Mt Eden area and sectors 1,2,3,4 and 12 in the Penrose area were classified into

the same cluster (refer to Table A.1 in Appendix A). In other words, from an inter-site

comparative point of view, these sectors had relatively similar land use characteristics

(defined as area source type). Subsequent examinations revealed that, when wind blew

from these land-use areas, the distributions of both NO and NOz data were similar,

despite the different locations of air quality monitoring sites (refer to Appendix A for

details).

5.5 Discussion

In this study, by linking the land-use data to the NO and NO2 data collected at two air

quality monitoring sites, the relationship between air quality and land use has been

analyzed for the first time for the Auckland region. Regardless of specific site locations

(and, more importantly, the different overall air quality at the monitoring sites-as

described in Chapter 4), the analysis has consistently demonstrated that land use

characteristics had significant influence on local air quality. This is consistent with many
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overseas studies, where the links between land use and air pollution within urban regions

have been extensively investigated and thus well evidenced (e.g., Berry, 1974; Reed and

Lewis, 1978; Miller and Wood, 1983; Gargava and Aggarwal, 1996; Marsh and Grossa,

Jr., 1996; Joumard et aI., 1996; Olcese and Toselli, 1997; Munn and Maarouf, 1997;

Newton, 1997: Yar:'g, 1998; Davidson et al., 1998; Remero et al., 1999; Lazar and

Posesser, 1999).In other words, this study has confirmed that, within urban regions, land

use has a significant influence on the types and levels of local air quality (Newton, 1997;

Marsh and Grossa, Jr., 1996).

Moreover, considering the fact that only traffic road length and population density were

used to characterize the land-use patterns, and especially that the road-length-related

variables were given more weight in the analysis (refer to section 5.2), the strong air

quality-land use relationship indicates a useful approach to assessing factors influencing

the quality of the urban airshed. The findings illustrate the importance of motor vehicle

emissions in determining pollutant concentrations within this region, and they are very

consistent with other local studies, where motor vehicles are identified as the largest

anthropogenic emission source of air pollutants in Auckland (e.g., ARC, 1998). This

analysis also confirms other studies which have suggested that holistic planning of land

use-transport-environment is most important for effective air quality management within

urban regions (Newton, 1997; Wholley,1994; Harrison, 1997; Watkins, 1991).

This analysis also explains the results presented in Chapter 4, where the between-site

variability of air quality was identified and considered due to locations of different

emission sources surrounding the monitoring sites, and differences in the effects of local

meteorological conditions given different emission conditions. It is mainly because of the

strong influences from different land uses that the local air quality was so different from

site to site, even though under the influence of similar meteorological conditions such as
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wind direction. Taking into account the complexity of local meteorological conditions,

local topological features and land use itself (ARC, 1997, 1998; Sturman and Tapper,

Igg6),as mentioned in Chapter 4, the findings also imply a difficulty in characterizing the

regional air quality using single-site data-an in-depth study needs to be conducted on

multi-site data, i.e., in a holistic manner.

Further, this study has also revealed that there existed differences in the air qualityJand

use relationship for different pollutants. The mean levels of NOz appeared less sensitive

to the change in land use than did mean NO levels. Under influences of land use resulting

in line sources close to the monitoring site, while the mean NO levels were significantly

different due to different emission conditions, the mean NOz concentrations remained at

the same level (also refer to Appendix A). This feature is consistent with the finding of

Wegm1ller et al. (1998), as discussed in Chapter 4. This analysis further confirms that,

under the influence of close (line) emission sources, some factors other than emission

sources and meteorological conditions might be more important in determining NO2

levels in the urban air. Previous studies have shown that, at a phase of high NOx

concentrations, the urban atmosphere's ability to oxidize NO to NOz was limited by the

availability of oxidants such as ozone (Harrison, 1997; Williams et al., 1988; Noonan,

LggT). Hence, it is likely that the meteorology-chemistry coupling effect is important in

assessing variations in the levels of air pollutants such as NOz in Auckland.

An analytic approach, which is based on statistical techniques such as cluster analysis,

has been specifically developed for this exploratory study of the Auckland case- The

approach is distinctive in that air quality measurements were directly linked to land-use

characteristics, whilst those more sophisticated methodologies overseas generally

discussed the air quality impacts of land use by relating pollutant emissions estimates to

land use patterns (e.g., Newton, 1997; Tommervik et al-,1998; Berry et al', 1974)' An
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important feature of the new approach is the use of sector structure, which has facilitated

linking the point air quality data (time series) to the surrounding land use through the

available wind direction data. However, it is recognized that the results reported in this

chapter were based on the design shown in Figure 5.2. As mentioned earlier, the radial

lines in Figure 5.2 were oriented in an arbifiary manner. In order to examine whether the

choice of orientation of the sector boundaries influences the analytic results, a variant

design, as shown in Figure 5.9, has also been used. Specifically, the radial line

orientations in the variant design were rotated by 15" clockwise (or counterclockwise).

The same analytic procedure (as outlined in Figure 5.5) was repeated. The resulting land-

use classifications (Table 5.7) were very consistent with those reported in Tables 5.1 and

5.2. Subsequently, an analysis of air quality data regarding the land use classifications

(results not shown) disclosed a similar land use-air quality relationship, as reported in this

chapter-i.e., similar land use related to similar air quality, but different land use to

different air quality; the NOz levels were less sensitive to land-use characteristics.

Therefore, the approach appears robust and successful in the present investigation.
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Figure 5.9 A variant design of land-use sectors within the ffictive source area. The radii of the circles

are respectively 100m, 500m, and 1000m, with the monitoring site positioned at the center.

Table 5.7 Land-use clusters resulting from cluster analyses of the land sectors defined in the variant

design shown in Figure 5.9.

Reference site of
Iand use clustering

Cluster Secton included Source type

MtEden

I 7,8,9, l0 Ar€a-l

2 3,4 Modest line-l

3 ll t2 Area-2

4 2,5 Modest line-2

5 I Modest line-3

6 6 Complex

Penrose

I 7,8,9 Motorway line

2 3,4,5 Area-l

J t,2 Area_2

4 10, ll Complex

6, t2 Area-3

t4l



The approach needs to be further validated. For example, in order to describe the land-use

features in more detail, some other factors, such as intersections of main roads, point

sources (e.g., industrial factories), sizes of open areas and vegetation types, could also be

taken into account. Moreover, the relatively coarse (and various) resolutions, which were

used to derive the variables characterizing land use, have a potential of failing to uncover

some land-use features. For instance, as shown in Figure 5.3, for the Penrose site the

land-use feature in sector 5 was distinctive compared with sectors 3 and 4. The emissions

from sector 5 (since a motorway exists) were likely to be different from that of the other

two sectors. However, these three sectors had been grouped into the same cluster (Table

5.2). The unusual grouping may to some extent explain why two out of three pairs of data

subsets within the cluster had significantly different means (Table 5.4). Therefore, in

order to improve the ability of identifying differences in land use, the analysis needs to be

undertaken with a finer resolution. However, this requires availability of higher-resolution

population and other data.

In addition, according to study results presented in Chapter 4, ur quality in this region

was significantly related to meteorological conditions (e.g., wind speed). Therefore, for a

more detailed analysis on land use-air quality relationships, effects of meteorological

conditions such as wind speed might need to be considered (such as calculating the air

flux through the air quality monitoring site). Moreover, the present investigation was

undertaken for only two pollutants and two monitoring sites. The approach can be further

tested if applied to other data sets (e.g., other pollutants and/or other sites, or higher-

resolution wind data monitored at an air quality monitoring site).

5.6 Gonclusions

In this study, the air quality-land use relationship in Auckland has been investigated by

using a new analytic approach based on statistical techniques such as cluster analysis,
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one-way ANOVA and multiple comparison procedures, and with the aid of G1S. Due to

problems such as availability and comparability of air quality (monitoring) data (at the

time of proceeding this research), only the NO and NO2 concentrations at two sites were

analyzed in this investigation (refer to Chapters I and 2). However, it has been

demonstrated that, despite differences in site locations, air pollutant concenffations were

consistently related to the surrounding land use, confirming that land use patterns have

strong influences on air quality in the Auckland region. The main results can be

summarized as follows.

1) Regardless of specific site locations, and more importantly, the overall different air

quality at the two monitoring sites (Chapter 4), under influences of relatively similar

land use, local air quality was similar; under influences of different land uses, local air

quality was likely to be different.

2) The relationship between land use and local air quality was different for different

pollutants; NOz levels were less sensitive to land use characteristics than were NO

levels. This further indicates some factors other than emission sources and

meteorological conditions might be important in determining NO2 concentrations in

urban Auckland's atmosphere (Chapter 4).

3) This study has also confirmed results reported in Chapter 4, suggesting that land use

played important roles in the weak inter-site correlation of air pollution in Auckland.

This indicates that any analysis and understanding of air quality in this region needs

to be undertaken in a spatially comparative manner, especially by taking into account

the different land use types and in the context of multiple pollution sources.

4) This investigation is also very consistent with other studies, indicating the significant

impacts of road traffic emissions and implying the importance of transport planning in

air quality management.



5) The new approach in this research has proved useful and successful for obtaining

physically meaningful results. While several aspects need further investigation, the

approach is worthy of further ap,plication in the Auckland (and New Tnaland) context,

given such limitations as data availability and comparability, and of analytic

resources.
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